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We are done (almost)
Changes since 02:

- title changed to
  Requirements for the Format for Incident information Exchange (FINE)
Changes since 02:

- RFC2119 key words used
- added description to 4.6

FINE itself need not guarantee authenticity, integrity, or non-repudiation. However, the specification must detail a standardized mechanism to ensure these properties.
Changes since 02:

- modified figure 1
- moved req 4.5 (global identifiers) to the content requirements
- moved req 4.7 (unambiguous semantics and extensibility) to general requirement
Changes since 02:

- cleaned up and re-ordered the definitions
- modified figure 1
- dropped implementation details from req 4.1
Changes since 02:

Complete review by
- Kathleen
- Roman
Issues

Add transport requirements?

5.1 The communication mechanisms MUST NOT have any bearing on the security of a FINE incident report.